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Abstract—With many countries trying to establish their own
smart grids, smart meters are massively deployed throughout the
world. Although smart meters are manufactured with low tamper-
resistant components, malicious users with just a moderate level of
computer knowledge are able to launch cyber attacks. By
manipulating electricity consumption readings to smaller values,
malicious users can steal electricity from utility companies. To
reduce the losses incurred by electricity theft, utility companies
must provide preventative and detective methods to identify
fraudulent behaviors. Our goal is to identify all malicious users in a
neighborhood area network within the shortest detection time. To
achieve this goal, we propose Group Testing based Heuristic
Inspection (GTHI) algorithm, which can estimate the ratio of
malicious users on-line, mainly by collecting the information that
how many malicious users have been identified during the
inspection process. Based upon the ratio of malicious users, the
GTHI algorithm adaptively adjusts inspection strategies between
an individual inspection strategy and a group testing strategy. This
helps shorten the detection time. Furthermore, when applying the
group testing strategy, the GTHI algorithm also determines the
group size of users to be probed in line with the estimated malicious
user ratio. Experiment results show that compared to existing
methods, the GTHI algorithm has advantages of conducting fewer
inspection steps or beingmore practical.

Index Terms—Electricity theft, smart grid, smart meters,
cyber attacks, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, numerous countries are trying to establish

their own smart grids. To achieve this goal, they must

first massively deploy smart meters which are intelligent

digital devices with the capability of two-way communication

[1]. Smart meters can periodically transmit power consump-

tion readings to utility companies from remote locations. This

significantly reduces the human involvement in the billing

process. Unfortunately, while bringing convenience and effi-

ciency, smart meters also pose a great threat of electricity

theft, which is usually committed via cyber attacks.

Smart meters at the end-user level are typically manufac-

tured with low tamper-resistant components. By launching

cyber attacks such as injecting computer virus to operating

systems of smart meters, malicious users1 can manipulate

meters’ readings to smaller values. It is reported that individu-

als with just a moderate level of computer knowledge are able

to compromise smart meters [2]. Besides, physical attacks,

which have been already used to steal electricity for a long

time in traditional power systems, can also be employed to

tamper with smart meters in smart grids. The most common

physical attacks include, but are not limited to, bypassing

energy meters and directly hooking from power lines. Thus,

utility companies face even more serious electricity theft in

smart grids than in traditional power systems.

The current annual losses caused by electricity theft are

$89.3 billion around the world [3]. Undoubtedly, utility

companies are the first ones suffering from electricity theft.

It is reported that North American utility companies lose

about $6 billion annually due to electricity theft [4]. All the

money lost gets passed along to other customers in the form

of higher electricity prices. Apart from economical losses,

electricity theft also lowers the quality of power supplied to

users, resulting in easier malfunctioning of appliances. More

importantly, electricity theft prevents utility companies from

having an accurate view of users’ actual demand of electric-

ity, and this results in that the utility companies do not gen-

erate enough amount of electricity that all users really need

[5]. The shortage of electricity further leads to the unreli-

ability of power systems [6]. For the countries where elec-

tricity theft is pervasive, such as India and Brazil, power

outages become a way of life and put a drag on the develop-

ment of economy [7].

To identify fraudulent behaviors related to electricity theft,

researchers have proposed a lot of preventative and detective

methods, among which classification-based methods and

power measurement-based methods garner much attention.

The classification-based methods detect users’ electricity theft
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related behaviors by analyzing fine-grained electricity con-

sumption readings. Their performances greatly depend on

both normal and abnormal samples used in the training phase.

However, in the real world, the abnormal samples are usually

not easy to be obtained. The power measurement-based meth-

ods leverage redundant devices, such as sensors [8] and

observer meters [9], to monitor users’ electricity consump-

tions. They usually identify malicious users accurately. None-

theless, such approaches often have exorbitant costs. For

instance, the mutual inspection strategy [10] requires the

installation of one extra inspector2 for each user. To reduce

the cost, the authors in paper [11] propose to install several

inspectors for each neighborhood area network (NAN) in a

smart grid.

Following the work in [11], in this paper, we aim to locate

malicious users in an NAN within the shortest detection time

using a limited number of inspectors. We propose the Group

Testing based Heuristic Inspection (GTHI) algorithm. By col-

lecting the information of the number of both malicious users

and honest users that have already been identified during the

inspection process, the GTHI algorithm estimates the ratio of

malicious users in the NAN on-line. In line with the malicious

user ratio, the GTHI algorithm adaptively adjusts inspection

strategies between an individual inspection strategy and a

group testing strategy during the inspection course. Specifi-

cally, if the malicious user ratio is higher than a specific

threshold, the GTHI algorithm employs the individual inspec-

tion strategy whereby users are probed one by one. Otherwise,

the GTHI algorithm applies the group testing strategy by

which a group of users are probed as a whole in an inspection

step. When the group testing strategy is applied, the estimated

ratio also determines the group size of users to be probed. On

the whole, a lower malicious user ratio implies a larger group

size. If there are indeed malicious users among the group of

users being probed, a few more inspection steps are consecu-

tively conducted on these users until a malicious user is

located. The contributions of this paper are highlighted as fol-

lows: (1) We propose the GTHI algorithm to locate malicious

users, which can be used in both static cases where new mali-

cious users do not appear and dynamic cases where new mali-

cious users do appear during the inspection process; (2) The

GTHI algorithm helps shorten the detection time, mainly by

adaptively adjusting inspection strategies during the inspec-

tion course; (3) We provide performance analyses on the

GTHI algorithm, mainly including the minimum upper bound

of the number of inspection steps (i.e., the detection time) as

well as the selection of the threshold for the estimated ratio of

malicious users; (4) A series of experiments are conducted to

evaluate the GTHI algorithm;

We organize the rest of this paper as follows. In Section II,

we review related works on electricity theft detection. In

Section III, we present the problem statement. In Section IV,

we propose the GTHI algorithm. Experiment results are

reported in Section VI. We conclude this paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Smart Grid is one special kind of cyber-physical systems in

which security becomes more complex since they normally

involve both cyber and physical aspects [12], [13]. Among all

electricity theft detection methods, the classification-based

methods [14]–[18] are the most popular. The data leveraged

by the classification-based methods are naturally generated

during users’ daily life, and utility companies do not have to

pour out a lot of money. However, the low investment implies

poor performance. It is argued that the classification-based

methods usually have a low detection rate but a high false pos-

itive rate [19]. For example, a support vector machine algo-

rithm is employed to automatically extract users’ consumption

patterns from historical kWh consumption data, but the detec-

tion rate reaches just 70 percent [15]. Realizing that it is the

lack of thorough dataset of attack samples which limits the

detection rate, the authors in paper [18] propose to generate a

synthetic attack dataset, benefiting from the fact that to a large

extent, malicious users’ consumption patterns are predictable.

This increases the detection rate to 94 percent. However, mali-

cious users are always tricky enough to apply new consump-

tion patterns to escape the detection, and we obviously cannot

predict all consumption patterns. Moreover, users’ consump-

tion patterns can also be impacted by many non-malicious fac-

tors, which include, but are not limited to, the change of

residents, the change of appliances, and the change of season-

ality [18], [20]. The non-malicious factors are important sour-

ces of the high false positive rate.

As the classification-based methods have so many short-

comings, the power-measurement-based methods [4]–[11],

[21]–[29] are attracting more and more attentions. As afore-

mentioned, these methods require the installation of redundant

devices. By comparing readings measured by these devices

and readings reported by users, malicious users can be accu-

rately located. For example, the authors in [4], [9], [10], [21]–

[25] propose to install a central observer meter to register

power distributed to a group of users. The electricity theft

detector proposed in paper [4] models adversaries’ behaviors

based upon the Lagrange polynomial interpolation. The papers

[11], [26]–[28], focus on minimizing the detection time of

malicious users, using a limited number of inspectors. If there

is just one malicious user, Binary-Coded Grouping-based

Inspection (BCGI) algorithm [28] can be utilized and the basic

idea is to group users based upon the binary sequences of their

identification numbers so that the unique malicious user can

be identified by just one inspection step.

In World War II, the group testing problem was first pro-

posed for accelerating and economizing the procedure of weed-

ing out individuals infected with syphilitic [30]. Nowadays,

group testing has a much wider range of practical applications,

especially in industrial sectors. Some typical applications

include removing leakers from a set of devices and finding the

broken bulb on a Christmas tree [31]. Their common goal is to

find out the defective elements with as few tests as possible.

The authors of papers [11]–[27] propose a series of binary

tree based inspection approaches, among which Adaptive2. An inspector is in nature a function enhanced smart meter.
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Tree Inspection (ATI) algorithm [11] is the best. The ATI

algorithm adopts a virtual tree approach whereas the GTHI

algorithm adopts group testing. By estimating the ratio as well

as the arrangement of malicious users, the ATI algorithm

allows inspectors to skip some internal nodes on the binary

tree and directly probe nodes at lower levels. Starting from the

root of the tree, the ATI algorithm does a traversal-and-probe

with a depth-first-search algorithm. Note that when the inspec-

tion process starts, the ATI algorithm probes all users. Before

obtaining useful information, the inspectors have to conduct a

lot of inspection steps. By contrast, when the inspection pro-

cess starts, the GTHI algorithm probes just a small number of

users. This allows to estimate the malicious user ratio after

just a few inspection steps. Correspondingly, the inspection

strategies can then be adjusted in time, which helps further

shorten the inspection time to a large extent.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A simplified smart metering system for an NAN is shown in

Fig. 1. As we can see, at each user’s premises, there is a smart

meter which has the capability of two-way communication

[32]. The smart meter records the corresponding user’s elec-

tricity consumptions and then periodically reports the data to

utility companies for the billing purpose. Assume that there

are n users in the NAN. We denote these users by

U ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ng. Most users report their electricity con-

sumption readings honestly. These users are referred to as

“honest users”. However, there are also some unscrupulous

users who manipulate their readings to smaller values, hoping

to be billed for less or even free. As aforementioned, these

users are referred to as “malicious users”.

For the purpose of detecting malicious users, we install an

“inspector box” [11] at an electrical pole in each NAN. In the

inspector box, there are two categories of inspectors: a head

inspector and several sub-inspectors. The head inspector is

responsible for detecting the existence of malicious users and

always monitors all users. As for the sub-inspectors, their

responsibility is to locate all malicious users exactly. Notably,

we in this paper assume that the set of users monitored by the

sub-inspectors can be changed automatically or manually.

Let G be a subset of users being monitored by an inspector.

For the head inspector, we have G ¼ U; and for sub-inspec-

tors, we have G � U . In a reporting period, the inspector

works as follows: (1) Measuring the total amount of electricity

distributed to the users in G; (2) Receiving the reported elec-

tricity consumptions of the users in G. Let r denote the read-

ing of one inspector. Since technical losses are inevitable

during the electric power transmission, let d denote the total

amount of technical losses of the users in G. Let qj denote the
actual amount of electricity consumed by user j; j 2 U . Then,

we have r ¼ dþP
j2G qj: Let q

0
j denote the reported electric-

ity consumption of user j; j 2 U . Apparently, for honest users,

we have qj ¼ q0j; and for malicious users, we have qj > q0j.
Thus, if there exist malicious users in the user set G, we can

derive r�P
j2G q0j ¼ dþP

j2Gðqj � q0jÞ > d:
In applications, it is very difficult to obtain the accurate

value of technical losses. Usually, we estimate it with some

existing mathematical models, e.g., [33]. Let ~d denote the esti-
mated value of d. Since there usually exists a deviation

between the real value d and the estimated value ~d, we intro-

duce a threshold, denoted by ", to help judge whether there

are malicious users in G. Specifically, we have the Algorithm

1, called the probing algorithm. The head inspector conducts

probing operations at all reporting periods. When the head

inspector gets an inspection result “dirty” at a certain period,

it detects the existence of reading anomalies. The head inspec-

tor does not know which users are stealing electricity. For the

purpose of locating malicious users exactly, the sub-inspectors

start to constantly perform probing operations on different set

of users. Note that in this paper, when a sub-inspector con-

ducts the probing operation for one time, we say that the sub-

inspector performs one inspection (step).

In this paper, we investigate theMalicious Meter Inspection

(MMI) problem [11] which aims to locate all malicious users

within the shortest detection time. Since each inspection lasts

for one reporting period, which is usually set as 15 minutes in

the smart grid, this goal can be abstracted as minimizing the

number of inspection steps conducted by the sub-inspectors.

In the following context, the malicious users who commit

electricity theft from the period when the head inspector first

detects the existence of reading anomalies are referred to as

“original malicious users”. To locate the original malicious

users, the sub-inspectors have to conduct a series of inspections,

and this undoubtedly takes some time. During this period, some

users who are previously honest are likely to start compromising

Fig. 1. A simplified smart metering system for an NAN.

Algorithm 1: Probe

Require: G
Ensure: inspection result

1: if r�P
j2G qj � ~dþ " then

2: There are malicious users in G;

3: Return inspection result “dirty”;

4: else

5: All the users in G are honest;

6: Return inspection result “clean”;

7: end if
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their smart meters. We refer to these users as “new malicious

users”. Based upon whether new malicious users appear during

the inspection process, we can roughly divide the inspection

cases in theMMI problem into the following two categories: (1)

static cases where new malicious users do not appear during the

inspection process; (2) dynamic cases where at least one new

malicious user appears during the inspection process. The dis-

tinction of state cases and dynamic cases is for research purpose.

In practice, we can use dynamic cases.

We assume that once a user is identified as being malicious,

this user is immediately disconnected from the service of

power as indicated in [34].

IV. THE GTHI ALGORIHTM

We explain the proposed Group Testing based Heuristic

Inspection (GTHI) algorithm next. We define a round of

inspection as the inspection process where all the users whose

statuses are first unclear are identified as either being mali-

cious or being honest. When the head inspector detects the

existence of reading anomalies, the sub-inspectors start the

first round of inspection. Assume that after the statuses of all

users are identified, the head inspector can still detect reading

anomalies. In this case, the sub-inspectors then immediately

start a new round of inspection to locate new malicious users.

Normally, in static cases, the sub-inspectors conduct just one

round of inspection to locate malicious users; in dynamic

cases, they usually conduct multiple rounds of inspection.

In this paper, we letN denote the set of natural numbers and

letNþ denote the set of positive integer numbers. Assume that

sub-inspectors conduct a total number of a; a 2 Nþ rounds of

inspections to locate all malicious users, including the original

malicious users as well as the new malicious users. Let

Wi; i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; ag denote the set of users that need to be

probed at the ith round of inspection. Then, Wi contains the

users whose status remains unclear at the beginning of the ith
round of inspection. Apparently, at the first round of inspec-

tion, all the users should be probed. Let Mi denote the set of

users that are identified as malicious at the ith round of inspec-
tion. Since the users inMi are immediately disconnected from

the service of power when identified as being malicious, these

users should not be re-probed in the subsequent rounds of

inspection. We have

Wi ¼ U; if i ¼ 1
U n S i�1

j¼1Mj; if i ¼ 2; 3; . . . ; a;

�
(1)

where U is the set of all users and “n” denotes the difference

of two sets.

The ith round of inspection ends when all the users in Wi

are identified as either being malicious or being honest. Let

Hi denote the set of users that are identified as being honest at

the ith round of inspection. When the ith round of inspection

starts, we initiate Mi ¼ ; and Hi ¼ ;, with ; being the empty

set. When the ith round of inspection ends, we have Wi ¼ ;
and U ¼ Hi [

S i
j¼1Mj.

At the beginning of each round of inspection, we apply a

group testing method, which is called the jumping strategy

[36], to guide the inspection. The jumping strategy is actually

an improvement over the doubling strategy [37]. For the pur-

poses of comparison and better understanding, we illustrate

the basic idea of both the doubling strategy and the jumping

strategy in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Simply speaking,

by the doubling strategy, the sub-inspectors probe disjoint sets

of sizes 20; 21; 22; . . ., until an inspection result “dirty” is

obtained. By contrast, according to the jumping strategy, the

sub-inspectors probe disjoint user sets of sizes 20 þ 21,
22 þ 23, 24 þ 25, . . ., until an inspection result “dirty” is

obtained. Clearly, to identify the same number of honest users,

the sub-inspectors save more inspection steps using the jump-

ing strategy than using the doubling strategy. Based upon the

jumping strategy, if at a certain round of inspection, all inspec-

tion results from the first to the ðj� 1Þth inspection are

“clean”, the number of users to be probed at the jth inspection

step is 2k þ 2kþ1, with k ¼ 2ðj� 1Þ; j 2 Nþ. For example, in

Fig. 3 where static cases are considered, we assume that there

are a total number of sixteen users. As shown in the figure, at

the first inspection step, the number of users that are probed is

20 þ 21 ¼ 3. Since we get an inspection result “clean” at the

first inspection step, the number of users probed at the second

Fig. 2. (a) The doubling process; (b) the jumping process [35].

Fig. 3. An example of the GTHI algorithm under a static case.
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inspection step is 22 þ 23 ¼ 12. Assume that the inspection

results from the first to the jth inspection step are all “clean”.

Then, with these j inspection steps, the total number of users

that are identified as honest is ð20 þ 21Þ þ ð22 þ 23Þ þ � � � þ
ð22j�2 þ 22j�1Þ ¼ 4j � 1.

During the whole inspection process, once a sub-inspector

gets an inspection result “dirty” when probing 2k þ 2kþ1 users,
this sub-inspector then probes a subset of 2k users out of the

2k þ 2kþ1 users. By doing so, the sub-inspector can reduce the

user set which contains malicious users to either a set of 2k

users or a set of 2kþ1 users with 2k more honest users. Specifi-

cally, if the sub-inspector gets an inspection result “dirty”

when probing the subset of 2k users, the remaining 2kþ1 users
are then put back with the users in Wi, waiting for further

inspection in the near future. In this case, the sub-inspector

then targets subsequent inspection steps on the subset of 2k

users. On the other hand, if the sub-inspector gets an inspection

result “clean”, then the 2k users are evidently honest; and hence
the sub-inspector then focuses on the remaining 2kþ1 users. For
example, in Fig. 3, the sub-inspector gets an inspection result

“dirty” when probing the twelve users f4; 5; . . . ; 15g at the sec-
ond inspection step. As shown, this sub-inspector then probes

four users f4; 5; 6; 7g at the third inspection step, and corre-

spondingly gets an inspection result “dirty”. Thus, the users

f8; 9; . . . ; 15g are put back with user 16 which still remains in

set W1, waiting for further inspection. At this time, W1 is

updated as f16; 8; 9; . . . ; 15g. This sub-inspector then performs

the subsequent inspection steps on the users f4; 5; 6; 7g.
After narrowing down the searching area to 2k or 2kþ1

users, we apply a binary search method, which is described as

follows. For convenience of description, we use X to denote

the 2k or 2kþ1 users. The sub-inspectors first probe djXj2 e users
from the user set X, which are denoted as set X0. If we obtain
an inspection result “dirty”, we can conclude that there are

malicious users in X0. In this case, the users in X nX0 are put
back with the users in Wi, and we update X ¼ X0. On the

other hand, if we get an inspection result “clean”, all the users

in X0 are honest, and we update X ¼ X nX0. The above pro-
cess repeats until just one user is left in set X, which is explic-

itly malicious. During the above inspection process, several

honest users may also be identified. We conclude the above

binary search process in lines 24 � 33 in Algorithm 2. Appar-

ently, when applying the above binary search method to locate

a malicious user from a user set X containing malicious users,

we need to conduct dlog2jXje inspection steps. As can be seen

in Fig. 3, two more inspection steps are conducted when the

binary search method is applied to locate one malicious user

from users f4; 5; 6; 7g. The specific inspection process is elab-

orated as follows. At the fourth inspection step, users f4; 5g
are identified as being honest. At the fifth inspection step,

user 6 is identified as being malicious and user 7 is put

back into set W1. At this time, M1, W1 is updated as f6g,
f16; 8; 9; . . . ; 15; 7g, respectively.

After one user is identified as being malicious, the GTHI

algorithm estimates the ratio of malicious users. Let yi denote
the ratio of malicious users at the ith round of inspection,

which is initiated as yi ¼ 0 at the beginning of the ith round

of inspection. In real applications, we do not know the value

of yi in advance. However, with the ith round of inspection

going on, more and more users are identified as either being

malicious or being honest. Since we randomly inspect users

during the whole inspection process, the ratio of malicious

users can be roughly estimated as

Algorithm 2: The GTHI Algorithm

Require: U ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ng
Ensure:M " the whole set of malicious users

Globals:M;Wi;Mi;Hi; ~yi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; a;
Initialization: M  ;;W1  U;Wi  ;; i ¼ 2; 3; . . . ; a;
Mi  ;; Hi  ;; ~yi  0; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; a " Initialization

1: k 0; i 1;
2: while the head inspector detects reading anomalies inWi do

3: while the head inspector detects reading anomalies inWi do

4: if (jWij < 3) or (jWij � 3 and ~yi � y0) then
5: pop one user, denoted as user j, out ofWi;

6: Probe({user j}); " individual inspection

7: if the inspection result is dirty then

8: Mi  Mi[ {user j};
9: else " if the inspection result is clean

10: Hi  Hi[ {user j };
11: end if

12: update ~yi; " ~yi  jMij
jMi jþjHij

13: else " if jWij � 3 and yi < y0
14: X  popminf2k þ 2kþ1; jWijg users out ofWi;

15: PROBE(X);

16: ifX contains malicious users then

17: X0  jXj
3 users fromX;

18: PROBE(X0); " group testing

19: ifX0 contains malicious users then

20: Wi  Wi [ ðX nX0Þ; X  X0;
21: else

22: Hi  Hi [X0; X  X nX0;
23: end if

24: while jXj > 1 do " binary search

25: X0  djXj2 e users fromX;

26: PROBE(X0);
27: ifX0 contains malicious users then

28: Wi  Wi [ ðX nX0Þ,X  X0;
29: else

30: Hi  Hi [X0;X  X nX0;
31: end if

32: end while

33: Mi  Mi [X
34: else

35: Hi  Hi [X;

36: end if

37: update ~yi;
38: if ~yi ¼¼ 0 then "Mi ¼ ;
39: k kþ 2;
40: end if

41: if 0 < ~yi < y0 then
42: k maxð0; blog 2

1
~yi
c � 2Þ; " k � 0

43: end if

44: end if

45: end while

46: M  M [Mi,Wiþ1  U nM, i iþ 1;
47: end while
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~yi ¼ jMij=ðjMij þ jHijÞ; (2)

where ~yi denotes the estimation of yi and j � j denotes the car-
dinality of a set. Since the sets Hi and Mi change constantly,

the malicious user ratio ~yi also varies during the inspection

process.

Based upon the value of ~yi, the GTHI algorithm adaptively

adjusts inspection strategies. Let y0; 0 � y0 � 1 be a threshold

parameter that is chosen prior to the inspection (we explain

how to choose the parameter y0 later). At the ith round of

inspection, if we have ~yi � y0, the GTHI algorithm applies the

individual inspection strategy, by which just one user is

probed at the next inspection step. If the inspection result is

“clean”, this user is obviously honest; otherwise, if the inspec-

tion result is “dirty”, this user is clearly malicious.3 On the

other hand, if 0 < ~yi < y0, the GTHI algorithm applies the

group testing strategy, by which a group of users are probed as

a whole in the next inspection step.

If the group testing strategy is adopted, the number of users

to be probed is 2k þ 2kþ1, with k ¼ maxf0; blog2 1
~yi
c � 2g.

Obviously, if the inspection result is “clean”, all the 2k þ 2kþ1

users are honest; otherwise, if the inspection result is “dirty”,

a sub-inspector conducts one more inspection on a subset of

2k users. As aforementioned, this reduces the user set contain-

ing malicious users to either size 2k users or size 2kþ1 users.

Then, following a binary search process, we locate one mali-

cious user after k or kþ 1 more inspection steps. In Fig. 3,

after users f4; 5g are identified as being honest, the user set

H1 is updated as H1 ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g. After user 6 is identified

as being malicious, the user set M1 is updated as M1 ¼ f6g,
and hence we have ~y1 ¼ jM1j

jH1jþjM1j ¼
1
6. Without loss of general-

ity, in Fig. 3, we assume y0 ¼ 0:5. Since ~y1 < y0, we have

k ¼ maxf0; blog26c � 2g ¼ 0. Thus, the number of users to

be probed next is 3. As shown at the bottom of Fig. 3, the three

users f16; 8; 9g is probed, with an inspection result “dirty”

being obtained. One more inspection step is then conducted

on user 16, which is proved to be honest. Afterwards, a sub-

inspector conducts another more inspection step on user 8.

Since we get an inspection result “clean”, we can know that

user 8 is honest, and infer that user 9 is malicious.

Clearly, if the head inspector stops detecting reading anom-

alies, all malicious users are located and the inspection process

can be terminated. With the cooperation of the head inspector,

after all malicious users are located, the sub-inspectors can

avoid useless inspection steps on the users whose statuses

have not been determined but are actually honest. For exam-

ple, in Fig. 3, after the malicious users f6; 9g are identified,

the sub-inspectors do not need to conduct more inspection

steps on the users f10; 11; . . . ; 15; 7g which are still left in set

W1 but are actually honest.

If there are fewer than 3 users left in Wi (i.e., jWij < 3),
but there are malicious users among them, the users in Wi are

probed individually. We conclude the above inspection

strategies in Algorithm 2, where M denotes the whole set of

malicious users. Technically, we haveM ¼ S a
i¼1Mi.

For better understanding, we illustrate how the GTHI algo-

rithm runs in a dynamic case in Fig. 4. Assume that there are

eight users f1; 2; . . . ; 8g and that user 1 is honest at first but

becomes malicious during the first round of inspection, where

three users are probed at the first inspection step. With two

more inspection steps, users 1; 2 are identified as being honest

and being malicious, respectively; user 3 is put back with the

users left in set W1. Thus, after the third inspection step, we

have y1 ¼ 1
2. Since maxf0; blog2 1

~y1
c � 2g ¼ 0, the number of

users to be probed at the fourth inspection step is 20 þ 21 ¼ 3.
As can be seen, these three users are chosen as users f4; 5; 6g,
which are identified as being honest. This means that we cur-

rently have H1 ¼ f1; 4; 5; 6g and M1 ¼ f2g. Apparently, y1 is
now updated as 1

5. Sincemaxf0; blog2 1
~y1
c � 2g ¼ 0, we further

probe 3 users at the fifth inspection step, obtaining an inspec-

tion result “dirty”. As can be observed, two more inspection

steps are then consecutively conducted on user 7 and user 8,

who are identified as being honest and being malicious, respec-

tively. At the eighth inspection step, we identify user 3 as being

honest. In Fig. 4, we assume that user 1 becomes malicious

when the sub-inspector is probing users f4; 5; 6g at the fourth
inspection step. Thus, after statuses of all the users are identi-

fied as being either malicious or honest, the head inspector still

can detect the existence of reading anomalies. This incurs the

second round of inspection. As illustrated in the lower part of

Fig. 4, to locate the new malicious user 1, the sub-inspectors

conduct two more inspection steps on users f1; 4; 5; 6; 7; 3g at
the second round of inspection.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Bounds of the Number of Inspection Steps

In the following, we analyze the number of inspection steps

conducted by the sub-inspectors when applying the GTHI

Fig. 4. An example of the GTHI algorithm under a dynamic case.

3. Note that during the whole inspection process, we can identify a user as
malicious if and only if this user is probed alone and the corresponding inspec-
tion result is “dirty”.
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algorithm to locate malicious users under the static cases.

Essentially, the inspection process under dynamic cases can

be regarded as multiple rounds of the inspection process under

static cases. Thus, we can conclude that better performances

under static cases implies better performances under dynamic

cases.

Let tðn;mÞ denote the number of inspection steps con-

ducted by the sub-inspectors when we apply the GTHI algo-

rithm to locate m malicious users from a total number of n
users under static cases.

Lemma 1 (Assume that there is only one malicious user).

Then, we have 1) tðn; 1Þ � 1; if n < 3; 2) tðn; 1Þ � 2; if n
� 3; 3) tðn; 1Þ � n; if n < 3; 4) tðn; 1Þ � 3j; if 9j 2 Nþ;
4j � 1 � n < 4j � 1þ 22j�1; and 5) tðn; 1Þ � jþ 1þ dlog2
ðn� 4j þ 1Þe; if 9j 2 Nþ; 4j �1þ 22j�1 < n � 4jþ1 � 1.
Proof. 1) If n < 3, the sub-inspectors probe users individ-

ually. If the user who is probed first happens to be the unique

malicious user, the whole inspection process ends after one

inspection step. 2) If n � 3, the sub-inspectors probe three

users at the first inspection step and need to conduct at least

one more inspection step to locate a malicious user. 3) When

n < 3, we obtain the maximum number of inspection steps

when the unique malicious user happens to be the user that is

probed at the last inspection step.

4) and 5) a)When n ¼ 4j � 1, we obtain the maximum num-

ber of inspection steps in the following situation: all the inspec-

tion results from the first to the ðj� 1Þth inspection steps are

“clean”, and the inspection result of the jth inspection step is

“dirty”. 22j�2 þ 22j�1 users are probed at the jth inspection

step. The sub-inspectors then conduct one more inspection step

on 22j�2 users out of them. If the inspection result is “dirty”,

then the sub-inspectors need to conduct 2j� 2more inspection

steps. Otherwise, if the inspection result is “clean”, then the

sub-inspectors need to conduct 2j� 1 more inspection steps.

Thus, for the case n ¼ 4j � 1, we have tðn; 1Þ � maxfjþ
1þ ð2j� 2Þ; jþ 1þ ð2j� 1Þg ¼ 3j.

b) When 4j � 1 < n � 4jþ1 � 1, assume that the unique

malicious user is distributed among the first 4j � 1 users.

Since the inspection process terminates after the unique mali-

cious user is located, we can claim that the inspection process

in this situation is the same as that in a). Therefore, we have

tðn; 1Þ � 3j.
c) When 4j � 1 < n � 4jþ1 � 1, assume that the unique

malicious user is distributed among the last n� 4j þ 1 users.

Since the first 4j � 1 users are honest, the first j inspection

steps conducted have inspection results “clean”. Then, the

sub-inspector conducts the ðjþ 1Þth inspection step on all the

remaining ðn� 4j þ 1Þ users, obtaining an inspection result

“dirty”. Afterwards, a process of binary search starts. Until the

unique malicious user is finally identified, the sub-inspectors

have to conduct dlog2ðn� 4j þ 1Þe more inspection steps.

Hence, we have tðn; 1Þ � jþ 1þ dlog2ðn� 4j þ 1Þe.
d) Combining b) and c), we have tðn; 1Þ � maxf3j; j þ

1þ dlog2ðn� 4j þ 1Þeg. When n� 4j þ 1 < 22j�1, we have

jþ 1þ dlog2ðn� 4j þ 1Þe < 3j. Thus, we can conclude

when 4j � 1 < n < 4j � 1þ 22j�1, we have tðn; 1Þ � 3j.
After combining a), we complete the proof of 4). Otherwise, if

n� 4j þ 1 � 22j�1, we have jþ 1 þ dlog2ðn� 4j þ 1Þe � 3j,

and thus, we complete the proof of 5). &

Lemma 2. Assume that all of n users are malicious. We

have tðn; nÞ ¼ n; if n < 3 and tðn; nÞ ¼ nþ 1; if n � 3.
Proof. Similar to the proof analysis of Lemma 1, if n < 3,

the users are probed individually and we can easily obtain

tðn; nÞ ¼ n. For the cases n > 3, three users are probed at

the first inspection step. After the first malicious user is

located at the second inspection step, the ratio of malicious

user is estimated to be one. This implies that the remaining

ðn� 1Þ users are then probed one by one. Therefore, the total

number of inspection steps is 2þ ðn� 1Þ ¼ nþ 1. &

Theorem 1. Assume that there are m malicious users. For

0 < m � n�1
e where e is the natural constant, we have

tðn;mÞ � 3
2 log2ðnþ 1Þ þm log2

n�1
m þ 1:42ðm� 1Þ.

Proof. Consider the while loop from line 3 to line 45 in

Algorithm 2. There are three possible flows of this loop:

Flow 1: A sub-inspector probes disjoint user sets of sizes

20 þ 21; 22 þ 23; 24 þ 25; . . ., until obtaining an inspection

result “dirty”. Assume that the sub-inspector gets a total num-

ber of j� 1 inspection results “clean” before obtaining an

inspection result “dirty”. Then, the number of users probed at

the jth inspection step is 22ðj�1Þ þ 22j�1. According to the proof
analysis of Lemma 1, we know that the sub-inspector locates

one malicious user from a total number of 4j � 1 users and the
maximum number of inspection steps to be conducted is 3j.
Since 4j � 1 � n, we can derive j � blog2ðnþ1Þ2 c.

Flow 2: After at least one malicious user is identified, the sub-

inspectors probe 2k þ 2kþ1 users, with k ¼ maxf0; blog2 1
~yi
c�

2g. If the inspection result is “clean”, the 3 � 2k users are honest.
Otherwise, there is at least one malicious user among them. In

this case, we first probe 2k users. If the inspection result is

“dirty”, then kmore inspection steps are conducted to locate one

malicious user from the 2k users. Otherwise, if the inspection

result is “clean”, then kþ 1more inspection steps are conducted

toward the left 2kþ1 users. Thus, to locate one malicious user

from 3 � 2k users, the maximum number of inspection steps is

maxf1þ 1þ k; 1þ 1þ ðkþ 1Þg ¼ kþ 3.
Flow 3: The users are probed individually.

Let mi denote the total number of malicious users that are

detected in all occurrences of Flow iði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ. Apparently,
we havem1 þm2 þm3 ¼ m;with m1 ¼ 1. LetA1; A2; . . . ; Am2

be the m2 subsets that are inspected in the corresponding m2

occurrences of Flow 2. Let ai ¼ jAij, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m2. Clearly,

for any Ai, we have ai ¼ 2k þ 2kþ1. According to the analysis

of Flow 2, to locate one malicious user fromAi, the sub-inspec-

tors conduct at most log2
ai
3 þ 3 inspection steps. Therefore, we

can derive tðn;mÞ � 3jþPm2
i¼1ðlog2 ai

3 þ 3Þ þm3 � 3jþPm2
i¼1

ðlog2aiÞ þ ð3� log23Þm2 þm3

From the convexity of log2ðxÞ, it follows that
Pm2

i¼1 log2

ai � m2 log2

Pm2

i¼1 ai
m2

� m2 log2
n�m1�m3

m2
� m2 log2

n�1
m2

. Let

fðxÞ ¼ x log2
n�1
x . Then, we have f 0ðxÞ ¼ log2

n�1
x � 1

ln 2, where

lnð�Þ denotes the logarithm with the base of natural constant

e ¼ 2:71828 � � �. Apparently, when x < 2�
1
ln 2ðn� 1Þ ¼ n�1

e ,

the function fðxÞ increases monotonically. Thus, when m �
1
e ðn� 1Þ, we can derive from the above equation that
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Pm2
i¼1 log2ai � m2 log2

n�1
m2
� m log2

n�1
m : Substituting j �

blog2ðnþ1Þ2 c and
Pm2

i¼1 log2ai � m log2
n�1
m into the previous

result tðn;mÞ � 3jþPm2
i¼1ðlog2aiÞ þ ð3� log23Þm2 þm3,

we can derive tðn;mÞ � 3jþPm2
i¼1ðlog2 ai

3 þ 3Þ þm3 � 3j þ
m log2

n�1
m þ ð3� log23Þðm2 þm3Þ � 3

2 log2ðnþ 1Þ þm log2
n�1
m þ 1:42ðm� 1Þ. &

Theorem 2. Assume that there are m malicious users. For

any 0 < m � n, we have tðn;mÞ � 3
2 log2ðnþ 1Þ þ log2e

e ðn �
1Þ þ 1:42ðm� 1Þ, where e is the natural constant.
Proof. From the analysis in the proof of Theorem 1, we can

know that the function fðxÞ ¼ x log2
n�1
x obtains the maxi-

mum value when x ¼ n�1
e . Thus, from the inequality in Theo-

rem 1, we derive tðn;mÞ � 3
2 log2ðnþ 1Þ þm log2

n�1
m þ 1:42

ðm� 1Þ � 3
2 log2ðnþ 1Þþ log2e

e ðn� 1Þ þ 1:42ðm� 1Þ. &

B. Selection of Parameter y0

On the whole, the GTHI algorithm applies two inspection

strategies: (1) an individual inspection strategy whereby users

are inspected one by one, as summarized in lines 4 � 12 in

Algorithm 2; (2) a group testing strategy whereby sub-inspec-

tors probe a group of users for one inspection step, as summa-

rized in lines 14 � 43 in Algorithm 2.

During the inspection process, the value of y0 plays an

important role when the sub-inspectors determines which

inspection strategy is to be applied. Specifically speaking, at

the ith round of inspection, if ~yi � y0, the individual inspec-

tion strategy is applied; otherwise, if 0 � ~yi < y0, the group

testing strategy is employed. We next discuss how to choose

the parameter y0 such that the GTHI algorithm can achieve

the best performance on average.

Theorem 3. Assume that we apply the GTHI algorithm to

locate m malicious users. The average number of inspection

steps achieves the minimum when y0 ¼ 1
3.

Proof. As aforementioned, when a certain round of inspec-

tion starts, the sub-inspectors probe disjoint user sets of sizes

20 þ 21; 22 þ 23; 24 þ 25; . . . ; until an inspection result “dirty”
is obtained. This process is not impacted by the parameter y0,
and hence omitted in the following discussion.

When 0 < ~yi < y0, the number of users to be probed next is

2k þ 2kþ1, with k ¼ maxf0; blog2 1
~yi
c � 2g. That is to say, if

~yi < 1
4, we have k ¼ blog2 1

~yi
c � 2 � 0; otherwise, if 1

4 <
~yi < y0, we have k ¼ 0.
In the cases where ~yi < 1

4, the average number of mal-

icious users among the 2k þ 2kþ1 users is ~yið2k þ 2kþ1Þ ¼
3~yi2

blog2 1
~yi
c�2 � 3

4 ~yi2
blog2 1

~yi
c
< 1: To locate one malicious user

from 2k þ 2kþ1 users, if we apply the individual inspection

strategy, the sub-inspectors conduct at most 3 � 2k inspection

steps. In contrast, if we use the group testing strategy, the sub-

inspectors conduct at most kþ 2 inspection steps. Since

kþ 2 � 3 � 2k, we can conclude that if ~yi < 1
4, the sub-inspec-

tors conduct an average number of fewer inspection steps

using the group testing strategy than that using the individual

inspection strategy.

On the other hand, in the cases where 1
4 < ~yi < y0, the

number of users to be probed next is 20 þ 21 ¼ 3. If there is

just one malicious user among the above three users, to locate

this malicious user, the sub-inspectors conduct at most three

inspection steps by both the group testing strategy and the

individual inspection strategy. However, if there are more

than two malicious users among the above three users, the

individual inspection strategy outperforms the group testing

strategy. Specifically speaking, by the group testing strategy,

just one malicious user is located after the sub-inspectors con-

duct three inspection steps. In contrast, by the individual

inspection strategy, all malicious users are located after the

sub-inspectors conduct three inspection steps. Thus, if on

average there is at most one malicious user among three users,

the group testing strategy, on the whole, outperforms the indi-

vidual inspection strategy. That is to say, if we have 3~yi � 1,
the group testing strategy should be applied. To achieve this,

we should set y0 ¼ 1
3.

&

C. Impacts of Threshold " on Detection Accuracy

Since it is difficult to estimate users’ technical losses accu-

rately in practical applications, the threshold " is introduced to

guide the inspection process. The detection accuracy is

defined as the ratio of the number of malicious and honest

users who are identified correctly to the total number of users.

We investigate the impacts of the threshold " on the detection

accuracy by conducting experiments. For easy implementa-

tion, all the users are assumed to experience the same techni-

cal losses. We assume that technical losses are accurately

estimated. In the experiments, each user experiences about 1

kWh technical losses. We set the total number of users as 40

or 50, respectively, among which there are 10 malicious users

whose stolen electricity at each period is randomly chosen

from the interval 0:1; 1ð Þ kWh. The simulation results show

that as the threshold " increases from 0 to 3, the detection

accuracy declines gradually from 1 to about 0.93.

VI. EXPERIMENT

The experiments are conducted in Python 2.7.13 on an inte-

grated development environment platform—PyCharm Com-

munity Edition 2017.1.3. The users’ actual electricity

consumption data are generated based upon a dataset of indi-

vidual household electric power consumption in [38]. The

data are measurements of electric power consumption in

households with a one-minute sampling rate over a period of

almost four years. Let q0 denote the recorded electricity con-

sumption of this individual. Then, qj (the actual electricity

consumption of user j) is generated as follows:

qj ¼ cjq0; 8j 2 U ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ng; where cj is a constant ran-

domly chosen from the interval ð0; 2Þ. In the experiments,

honest users report their electricity consumptions as con-

sumed. On the other hand, the reported readings of malicious

users amount to just 10 to 50 percent of the actual electricity

consumptions. We assume that users’ technical losses are

about 5 percent of the actual electricity consumptions. Note

that each piece of data in the following figures is averaged

over 30 times of repeated experiments.
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A. Static Cases

In Fig. 5, we investigate how the average and the standard

deviation of the number of inspection steps changes with the

ratio (number) of malicious users.

Fig. 5(a) shows: 1) when y0 � 0:33, the average number of

inspection steps first increases and then stays stable; 2) for

when 0:4 � y0 � 1, the average number of inspection steps

first rises and then falls; 3) when 0 < y0 � 0:33, the maxi-

mum value is about 200; 4) when 0:4 � y0 � 1, the maximum

value is greater than 200; 5) a larger y0 implies a larger mali-

cious user ratio at which the average number of inspection

steps achieves its maximum value; 6) when 0:4 � y0 � 1, a
larger y0 also implies a greater maximum number of inspec-

tion steps. and 7) on the whole, regardless of the ratio of mali-

cious users, the sub-inspectors conduct fewest inspection steps

on average when we set y0 ¼ 0:33, and this verifies Lemma 3.

Fig. 5(b) shows: 1) for any given y0, with y increasing from

0 to 1, the standard deviation of the number of inspection steps

first rises and then falls; 2) regardless of the value of y0, it
achieves the maximum value when y ¼ y0; and 3) on the

whole, the curve for the case y0 ¼ 0:33 is the flattest among

all the curves.

Fig. 6 shows how the average number of inspection steps

changes with the total number of users, i.e., n: 1) regardless of
the ratio of malicious users (i.e., y1), the average number of

inspection steps increases monotonically with n; 2) on the

whole, for a given n, a greater y1 implies more inspection

steps; and 3) the curves for the two cases y1 ¼ 0:4 and

y1 ¼ 0:5 coincide with each other and this is consistent with

the results in Fig. 5.

B. Dynamic Cases

As aforementioned, the accounts of malicious users are dis-

connected once they are located. Thus, the new malicious

users are likely to be among the users who are identified as

being honest and/or the users whose status is not yet identified,

as shown in Fig. 7. We categorize the dynamic cases into the

following types: 1) Type I dynamic cases where new mali-

cious users belong to the users whose status is not yet identi-

fied in the inspection process; 2) Type II dynamic cases where

new malicious users belong to the users who are identified as

being honest in the inspection process; 3) Type III dynamic

cases where new malicious users belong to both the users who

are identified as being honest and the users whose status is not

yet identified in the inspection process.

For Type I dynamic cases, the sub-inspectors simply con-

tinue the current round of inspection on the users whose status

is not yet determined. On the other hand, in Type II and Type

III dynamic cases, the sub-inspectors conduct multiple rounds

of inspections, and start a new round of inspection mainly for

locating the new malicious users which have been identified

as being honest.

Fig. 8 shows dynamic cases in which we assume that there

appear new malicious users during the first round of inspection

and the whole inspection process ends after the second round

of inspection. Let h denote the number of new malicious users

who start committing electricity theft after they are identified

as being honest at the first round of inspection. Let w denote

the number of new malicious users who start committing elec-

tricity theft before they are identified as being malicious or

honest at the first round of inspection.

Fig. 5. Static cases: n ¼ 200.

Fig. 6. Static cases: y0 ¼ 0:33.

Fig. 7. Illustration for dynamic cases.
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Fig. 8(a) shows the Type I dynamic cases, where

h ¼ 0; w > 0. For comparison purposes, we show the curve

of the case h ¼ 0; w ¼ 0. When y � 0:35, for a given the ratio

of malicious users, a great w implies a larger average number

of inspection steps. In contrast, when y > 0:35, regardless of
the value of y or w, the average number of inspection steps

stays almost 200 and this is because the users are usually

inspected individually.

Fig. 8(b) shows the Type II dynamic cases, where

h > 0; w ¼ 0. Regardless of the ratio of malicious users, a

greater h implies a larger average number of inspection steps.

Fig. 8(c) shows the Type III dynamic cases, where

h > 0; w > 0. We consider four cases where the total num-

ber of new malicious users appearing in the first round of

inspection is the same, i.e., 15. For a given ratio of malicious

users, a smaller h implies a much smaller average number of

inspection steps, even though it is with a greater w. This indi-
cates that for the dynamic cases, h has a greater impact on the

number of inspection steps than w. This is because the sub-

inspectors do not need to incur another round of inspection to

locate the new malicious users who start stealing electricity

before they are identified as being honest or malicious. On the

contrast, for the cases where h > 0, another round of inspec-

tion are surely started.

C. GTHI Versus BCGI

Fig. 9 compares the GTHI algorithm with the BCGI algo-

rithm [28]. We assume that there is just one malicious user, in

which case the BCGI algorithm can be applied. Fig. 9(a) shows

that regardless of the total number of users, the sub-inspectors

conduct many more inspection steps to locate the unique mali-

cious user using the BCGI algorithm than using the GTHI algo-

rithm. As pointed out in the paper [28], the BCGI algorithm

conducts just one inspection step to locate a unique malicious

user. However, we should not neglect the fact that for a given

total number of users, the BCGI algorithm requires many more

inspectors than the GTHI algorithm, which needs just two

inspectors—one head inspector and one sub-inspector, as

shown in Fig. 9(b). Above all, comparing to the BCGI algo-

rithm, the GTHI algorithm has the greatest advantage that it

can be applied to a wider range of applications. That is, it can

be applied not only when there is one malicious user, but also

when there are multiple malicious users.

D. GTHI Versus ATI

Fig. 10 compares the GTHI algorithm with the ATI algo-

rithm. Fig. 10(a) shows static cases. Regardless of the ratio of

malicious users, the sub-inspectors conduct fewer inspection

steps using the GTHI algorithm than using the ATI algorithm.

For the ATI algorithm, the average number of inspection steps

achieves the maximum when the ratio of malicious users is

Fig. 9. GTHI versus BCGI. y0 ¼ 0:33.

Fig. 10. GTHI versus ATI. y0 ¼ 0:33 and n ¼ 250.

Fig. 8. Dynamic cases: y0 ¼ 0:33; n ¼ 200.
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about 0.2. As for the GTHI algorithm, it achieves the maximum

number when y is about 0.35. The maximum number of inspec-

tion steps of the ATI algorithm is greater than that of the GTHI

algorithm. The performance gap of the above two approaches

first rises and then falls. It becomes the largest when the actual

ratio of malicious users is between 0.1 and 0.2.

Fig. 10(b) shows the dynamic cases. We assume that the

inspection process ends after the second round of inspection.

We assume h ¼ 5 and w ¼ 5. With y increasing from 0.05 to

0.7, the average number of the GTHI algorithm increases

monotonically until it reaches the maximum value, which is

about 280. As a comparison, with regard to the ATI algorithm,

the average number of the inspection steps has a repeated pat-

tern of first increasing and then decreasing. In the dynamic

case, we can also observe that regardless of the ratio of mali-

cious users, the sub-inspectors conduct more inspection steps

to locate the malicious users using the ATI algorithm than

using the GTHI algorithm.

We also conduct experiments when the ratio of malicious

users ranges from 0.01 to 0.1 (the figure was omitted). In both

static cases and dynamic cases, the GTHI algorithm outper-

forms the ATI algorithm.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose the GTHI algorithm which is able

to estimate the ratio of malicious users on-line and adaptively

adjusts inspection strategies during the inspection process. We

derive the minimum upper bound of the number of inspection

steps. It is proved that when the threshold for the estimated

malicious user ratio is set as 1
3, the GTHI algorithm can

achieve the best performance on average. The GTHI algorithm

can be applied in both static cases and dynamic cases. Just one

round of inspection is conducted in static cases, whereas mul-

tiple rounds of inspection are usually conducted in dynamic

cases. The GTHI algorithm outperforms existing methods in

some aspects: compared with the BCGI algorithm, it has a

wider range of applications; compared with the ATI algo-

rithm, it can locate malicious users within much shorter detec-

tion time, regardless of the ratio of malicious users.

In future work, we will consider more categories of mali-

cious users: 1) malicious users who start committing electric-

ity theft from the beginning of the inspection process and do

not turn into honest until caught by utility companies; 2) mali-

cious users who start committing electricity theft in the middle

of the inspection process and do not turn into honest until

caught by utility companies; 3) malicious users who start com-

mitting electricity theft from the beginning of the inspection

process and turn into honest before caught by utility compa-

nies; 4) malicious users who start committing electricity theft

in the middle of the inspection process and turn into honest

before caught by utility companies; 5) malicious users who

intermittently commit electricity theft, i.e., they constantly

repeat the process of stealing electricity and then turning into

honest during the inspection process.

In this study, we consider static cases where there is only

the first category of malicious users as well as the dynamic

cases where both the first and the second categories of

malicious users coexist. For future work, we will consider a

more complex situation where more types of malicious users

coexist.
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